TSOLIKOURI
Tsolikouri the second most widespread variety in Georgia, following
Rkatsiteli. Tsolikouri occupies biggest areas in Imereti region,
although it also grows in Racha-Lechkhumi, Guria, Samegrelo, Ajara
and Abkhazia.

CHARACTERISTICS
Medium or full-bodied
wine, with high acid,
medium or high alcohol.
ere are hardly any
samples found aged in oak.

Tsolikouri can have di erent names Tsolikouri of Obcha, Tsolikouri
of Melko, Tsolikouri of Kakhidze, Tsolikouri of Kobakhidze. ere is
also Tsolikouri of Bazaleti, which, scientists believe, is a di erent
variety.
QVEVRI WINE
Tsolikouri grapes are used to produce
one of the best Churi (Imereti name of
Qvevri) wine in the West Georgia. At
the moment some wine cellars also use
stems and skin to make Tsolikouri.

PDO (Protected Designation of Origin) wines made of Tsolikouri
Sviri (Dry) According to the law, together with Tsolikouri it is also allowed to mix
Tsitska and Krakhuna into this wine (traditionally, Sviri wine was a mix of Tsolikouri (7080%), Tsitska, Krakhuna and Dondglabi; Sviri wine was colored using Otskhanuri Sapere
as well).

Tvishi (Semi-Sweet) Lechkhumi region.

TABLE WINE

SPARKLING WINE
COLOUR
Tsolikouri is o en
used in a blend of
Georgian sparking
wines, together with
Tsitskha and
varieties from
Kartli.

Tsolikouri is
the most
widespread
white wine in
West Georgia.

young Tsolikouri is greenish-straw-colored, or lemon-colored, while aged Tsolikouri
is of a golden color.

AROMA
herbal (coriander and other herbs), fruit owers, citrus, white and
yellow fruits (plum, yellow wild plum, pear), honey. Tsolikouri made
with skin and stems may also have the aroma of apricot dry fruit and
sweet spices.

BEST TSOLIKOURI
Best wines are made of
Tsolikouri grown in Imereti
villages Sviri, Obcha, Dimi,
Persati, Kvaliti, Puti, Bazaleti,
Lashe, Gora, Zeindari.
Lechkhumi Tsolikouri is also
well-known (villages Tvishi,
Orkhvi, Alpana, etc.). Also
good wines are made of
Tsolikouri grown in Racha,
Guria, Samegrelo and Adjara.
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MATCHING TSOLIKOURI WITH FOOD
traditional Imereti dishes, Khachapuri, roast chicken, sh, herbal dishes with walnuts,
green beans, cheese.
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